In the Mexican Peso crisis 1994/95, the lack of readily available information, particularly regarding monetary aggregates, has often been commented on. This paper analyzes empirically whether information disparity with respect to economic fundamentals contributed to the crisis. Using historical forecast data collected by Consensus Economics, we show that uncertainties, as measured by the forecast variation, significantly influenced the pressure on the fixed Peso rate. This effect is additional to the one that actual and expected fundamentals had on the exchange rate pressure. Furthermore, the impact of information disparity is found to be contingent on the market expectation about fundamentals. It seems that the central bank's strategy of not publicly disclosing information was detrimental for the very reason that the market sentiment was generally optimistic with regard to the monetary development.
Introduction
The Mexican Peso crisis 1994/95 is an interesting subject for studying the impact of information disparity among market participants in currency crises. Due to the increasing volume of information disclosed to financial markets and the sheer number of information processing and disseminating sources, analysis of informational impacts has gained importance in economic research. Financial crisis situations, in which market participants tend to coordinate their actions, are an especially noteworthy case to study the question of whether information disparity might have triggered the event. Finding an answer to this question is also of import for policy purposes. Because the central bank is one of the major sources for information disclosure with regard to economic fundamentals, it stands to reason whether, as is often proclaimed, increased transparency in situations of financial turmoil is actually conducive to preventing a crisis. In the case of the Mexican Peso crisis in 1994/95, the authorities chose a two-tiered strategy:
whereas information about the real economy (GDP, trade balance, etc.) was made public regularly and timely, the central bank decided to disclose hardly any numbers on monetary aggregates. This strategy, however, did not prevent the attack on the Peso and its eventual free fall in December 1994. This paper scrutinizes the course of events and tries to verify empirically whether aspects of information disparity contribute to an explanation of the Peso crisis.
Theoretical studies on the role of information in currency crises came to different conclusions regarding the informational impact on speculators' behaviour. Second-generation currency crisis models (Obstfeld 1994 (Obstfeld , 1996 claimed that large sets of economic fundamentals may be accompanied by multiple equilibria. These equilibria are characterized by self-fulfilling expectations, such that a currency crisis takes place whenever market participants believe an attack will be successful. In other words, the same fundamental state of the economy might coincide with financial stability as long as speculators do not believe in the success of an attack. Second-generation models therefore do not allow to predict the occurrence of a crisis or to assess the exact role of information and traders' expectations. Also these models make rather extreme assumptions with regard to traders' knowledge of the economic fundamentals. Subsequent work relaxed these assumptions, focussing on information asymmetries among speculators. The models by Morris and Shin (1998 , 1999 , 2000 analyzed both private (individual) and public (common) information about economic fundamentals. These authors showed that whenever private information is sufficiently precise relative to public information, the currency crisis model has a unique equilibrium. In this case, the fundamental state of the economy alone determines whether a successful attack on the fixed parity will take place or whether the exchange rate peg will remain stable. These papers were followed by work that scrutinized the impact of information disparity about economic fundamentals on crisis situations. Heinemann and Illing (2002) argue that in an environment where information is entirely private, a decrease in uncertainty following a dissemination of very precise information reduces the likelihood of a speculative attack. Metz (2002) arrives at different results under the assumption that market participants have access to both private and public information. In such a model, not only the market sentiment -defined as the mean of public information about economic fundamentals -influences the probability of a speculative attack, but so does the uncertainty among speculators as measured by the variance of information. Surprisingly, the effect of uncertainty in private information on the onset of a crisis is for the main part opposite to the impact of uncertainty that arises from public information. Another interesting finding is that the impact of uncertainty in general is contingent on the market sentiment, i.e. on whether the market is optimistic or pessimistic with regard to how the economy's fundamental state develops. According to Metz (2002) , the effect of information disparity on a currency crisis depends on both the source of information, i.e. whether uncertainty stems from private or public information, and on the prevailing market sentiment regarding the economic environment.
To date, there has been little empirical work on the role of information disparity in currency crises. Two notable exceptions are the papers by Prati and Sbracia (2002) and Tillmann (2002) . Prati and Sbracia (2002) study the impact of uncertainty stemming from both public and private information, following work by Shin (1999, 2000) , on the 1997/98 Asian crisis. Using forecast data from Consensus Economics to build an indicator of information uncertainty, Prati and Sbracia find for a panel of six Asian countries covering the period January 1995 through May 2001, that the variance of information has a significant effect on the observed currency devaluations.
The authors succeed in showing that the sign of the impact of the variance depends on whether expected fundamentals are "good" or "bad". However, their model does not allow to distinguish between the two types of information (private or public) as source of the observed information uncertainty. Hence, they cannot assess the implications of the disclosure policies of the respective national authorities for the information disparity that prevailed during the Asian crisis. Tillmann (2002) chose a different approach. He analyzes the impact of uncertainty that solely originates from private information among foreign exchange traders. Within a Markov-switching framework, he finds that, for the crises of the French Franc and the Italian Lira in 1992, increasing information disparity indeed raises the probability of a speculative attack. As a measure of information disparity among market participants he employs so-called country fund discounts, that is the difference between the price of closed-end country funds and their underlying net asset value. This paper examines empirically the influence of information and uncertainty on the event of a currency crisis as suggested in Metz (2002) . Because the Mexican Peso crisis 1994/95 has often been mentioned as a situation in which the lack of information about economic variables was causal to the currency turmoil, we try to test the theoretical implications against the background of the Mexican economy using a data set from 1993 to 2000. Indices representing private and public information at the time are based on data obtained from Consensus Economics. This data set contains one-year forecasts of various economic variables as announced by different forecasting research agencies, banks, and other financial institutions. In comparison with Prati and Sbracia (2002), our regression model includes a more comprehensive, two-dimensional index of information, so that the model accounts simultaneously for different sources of uncertainty, that is, private and public. This study therefore allows to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of the information policy pursued by the Mexican authorities at the time. Our analysis offers the following main three results. First, we show that the mean of forecast values has an unambiguously negative impact on the exchange rate pressure. This leads us to conclude that an improvement in the market sentiment, i.e. of the commonly held belief about the fundamental state of the economy, lowers the likelihood of a currency crisis. Second, we find that informational uncertainty exerts a significant influence on the incidence of a crisis as well. This effect depends on whether the prevailing market sentiment is optimistic or pessimistic. The impact of uncertainty among market participants therefore may be harmful or benevolent, depending on the underlying market sentiment. In other words, increased disclosure of information as a transparency enhancing policy measure is not necessarily conducive to preventing crises.
Third, in the case of the Mexican Peso crisis, it seems that the central bank's strategy of disclosing hardly any numbers about monetary aggregates, thereby increasing uncertainty, was particularly harmful since the market in general was still very optimistic about the monetary development. With respect to information about the real economy, we find that rather a decreasing uncertainty among speculators, accompanied by a deteriorating market sentiment, might have triggered the crisis.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical model, which delivers testable implications with regard to the influence of information on the currency crisis. Section 3 recounts the course of events in the Mexican Peso crisis 1994/95 with emphasis on the disclosure of information. Section 4 provides an overview on the data, describes the empirical methodology and presents the test results. Section 5 concludes.
Theoretical Model
The model we use as background for our empirical study is a simple coordination game that builds on Shin (1999, 2000) and Metz (2002) . It rests on the presumption that speculators possess both private and public information about economic fundamentals. Private information in this respect can be interpreted as insider information or simply as individual interpretation of commonly accessible information. Hence, private information will differentiate within market participants. Public information, in contrast, is commonly shared by all traders. Moreover, all traders know that each of them disposes of this information, so that it becomes common knowledge. Both types of information can be incomplete in the sense that they are faulty signals of the true fundamental state of the economy.
This section depicts a very simple coordination game between a large number of foreign exchange traders, i ∈ [0, 1], and a central bank that tries to defend a fixed exchange rate parity. Each trader is endowed with one unit of domestic currency and has to decide on whether to use this unit in a speculative attack on the fixed parity or not. A successful attack delivers a fixed payoff D (> 0) to each of the attackers. Choosing to attack is associated with transaction costs of t (0 < t < D). For the central bank it is assumed that she enjoys a positive utility from keeping the peg. The costs of defending the parity, however, increase in the proportion l of attackers, and decrease in the economic fundamental index θ. For simplicity, we assume that the central bank has to give in to an attack and devalue the exchange rate whenever the proportion of attacking traders l is at least as high as θ. If l < θ, the central bank is able to maintain the fixed-rate regime.
The time structure of the game is as follows. Assume that the fundamental state of the economy is represented by an index, denoted θ, of fundamentally relevant variables. In a first step, nature selects the fundamental state θ ∼ N (y, The equilibrium in this model is found in best-response trigger strategies. 1 The equilibrium consists of a unique value for private information, denoted by x * , such that each speculator with a signal x i lower than x * attacks the parity, but refrains from doing so for better private information. The central bank's best response to this strategy is to abandon the fixed parity whenever a fundamental state θ is realized which is lower than a unique threshold value θ * . For better, i.e. higher, economic states θ, the fixed-rate regime is maintained.
The solution to this model is determined by solving the equilibrium conditions backwards. The central bank is indifferent between abandoning and keeping the peg whenever the proportion of attacking speculators l is equal to the realized fundamental state θ. Out of the continuum of speculators, only those will attack who observe private signals lower than x * . Thus, we can write:
Each individual speculator is indifferent between attacking or not attacking the fixed parity if both actions lead to the same expected net-payoff:
Given the posterior distribution of fundamentals, the speculator's indifference condition reads:
The equilibrium trigger values θ * and x * can then be determined as those values, which simultaneously make both speculators and central bank indifferent between their respective actions:
As Shin (1999, 2000) and Metz (2002) show, the equilibrium (θ * , x * ) is unique as long as private information is sufficiently precise, 2 i.e. for β > α 2
2π . The existence of a unique equilibrium allows us to do rigorous comparative analysis. In the following, we will briefly restate the main results by Metz (2002) with regard to the influence of the informational parameters on the probability of a currency crisis.
Afterwards we will focus on testable implications of the model, building on Prati and Sbracia (2002) , to use in an empirical analysis of the 1994/95 Mexican Peso crisis.
In the model, the fixed parity will be abandoned whenever the index of economic fundamentals falls short of the trigger threshold θ * . Hence, the ex-ante probability of a currency crisis can reasonably be approximated by the length of the interval [−∞, θ * ].
Proposition 1 (Metz 2002)
The probability of a currency crisis, as approximated by the length of the interval
, the likelihood of a crisis decreases (increases) in the precision α of public information.
, the probability of a crisis increases (decreases) in the precision β of private information.
The most interesting result of this proposition concerns the largely opposite effects of private and public information's precision. The impact of both precision parameters is moreover found to be contingent on the market sentiment. The intuition behind this result is the role of coordination in the model. When deciding whether or not to attack, each speculator not only has to take into account his own information about the unknown fundamental state, but also his opponents' expectations about θ. The more strongly one speculator believes his opponents' private information to be similar to his own, the more he is willing to rely on this type of information. Consider the following example: assume that, a priori, the market expects the fundamental state to be bad, i.e. y is low. If public information is very precise relative to private information, each speculator knows that all other traders will attach a large weight to the pessimistic prior mean y. This provides a strong incentive for attacking the fixed parity. If, in contrast, private information is much more precise than public, then traders know that all others will tend to neglect the low prior mean. This might decrease the incentive to attack. The opposite holds for an optimistic market, where the prior expected value of the fundamental state, y, is high. 3 Concerning our primary objective of empirically analyzing the role of information disparity in a currency crisis, it is hard to find a measure for the crisis probability, though.
In a paper by Prati and Sbracia (2002) Intuitively, both improving fundamentals and an improving market belief about fundamentals decrease the pressure on a fixed exchange rate. As before, the effect of a change in the precision of public information α depends on the market sentiment. Whenever the market is optimistic, i.e. y is sufficiently high, more precise public information reduces the incentive to attack so that the share of attackers diminishes. For a low prior mean of fundamentals y the opposite holds. However, the impact of changes in β is no longer necessarily opposite to the effect of α. The influence of private information's precision β is not even directly contingent on the market sentiment any more. It rather depends on the actually realized fundamental state of the economy θ. How do we have to interpret this result? In contrast to α, the precision of private information β not only influences the posterior expected fundamental state and, hence, the trigger value x * , but it also determines the distribution of private signals around the unknown θ. Thus, β has two distinct channels through which it influences the proportion of attacking traders. First of all, β affects the threshold x * through equilibrium condition (5). This effect is again opposite to the effect of α on x * . Secondly, whenever the realized fundamental state of the economy is sufficiently good (θ > x * ), more precise private information makes less speculators receive private signals below the threshold of x * , because the distribution of private signals becomes more dense around its mean of θ. Hence, the proportion of attacking traders decreases. The opposite holds in the case of a bad fundamental state θ (θ < x * ). This second effect of β on the share of attackers may even outweigh the first, which tends to be the case if either θ and y are both sufficiently good or both are sufficiently bad. Then, the impact of private information precision β is analogous to public information precision α on the proportion of attackers. In contrast, if either θ is low and the market sentiment very optimistic, i.e. y is high, or vice versa, then α and β tend to have opposite effects on the share of attackers.
What are the testable implications of the theoretical model? First of all, the model states that the prior expected fundamental state of the economy, i.e. the market's general expectation of the fundamental index, y, decreases the pressure on the exchange rate. Secondly, the model shows that the precision of information has an individual effect on exchange rate pressure. This effect is contingent on i) the source of uncertainty, i.e. on whether it originates from private or public information, and on ii) the prior mean of economic fundamentals, i.e. on whether the market is optimistic or pessimistic with regard to economic development.
Before the testing procedure with respect to these statements and the data are described, let us first recount the course of events in the 1994/95 Mexican Peso crisis. As we will see, the way in which the events unfolded displays most interesting characteristics regarding the influence of information disparity.
called Pacto, an agreement between government, labor unions and the private sector to guide the development of prices, wages and the exchange rate. The successful execution of the reforms shifted international attention towards the Mexican financial markets and strengthened investors' confidence in the country. By the end of 1992, Mexico had achieved fiscal balance, and inflation was reduced to single digits. Restrictive fiscal policy also helped stabilizing the exchange rate. Between 1988 and 1994, Mexico changed its exchange rate system several times, from a completely fixed parity to a preannounced rate of devaluation, and finally to a band with a sliding ceiling. Until the autumn of 1993, the Peso exchange rate was stable, hovering in the lower half of the band.
Concerning the success of the reforms, Edwards (1997) notes that a significant difference had arisen between Mexico's achievements in terms of reform policies and in terms of economic results. Although political achievements were sometimes spectacular, the economic achievements were rather modest. The rate of real growth averaged 2.8 percent between 1988 and 1994. Productivity growth was near zero, and private savings were decreasing. Yet, on the positive side, capital inflows into the country remained strong until the beginning of 1994.
What is important for interpreting the onset of the crisis in the light of our theoretical findings is that the economic situation in Mexico at the beginning of the 1990s was highly praised by economists, financial experts, academics and the media in general.
With only very few exceptions, the Mexican reforms were seen as a major success, with Mexico's development representing a miracle among the group of emerging countries.
The fact that economic growth was still low and the current account deficit increasing, was mostly neglected by commentators. Even if the lack of fundamental growth was taken into account, it was argued that positive results were "around the corner" (Calvo et al., 1996) . One of the few economists to argue against this common trend of praising Mexican reform efforts was Rudiger Dornbusch. As early as 1992, he claimed that Mexico's most urgent problem was its overvalued exchange rate. However, there was large dissent about this point in the community. While some market observers did not believe the fixed exchange rate to be overvalued, others claimed that, due to the surge in capital inflows, Mexico experienced an "equilibrium appreciation" that was fully justified by fundamentals. A more moderate view admitted that, although Mexico had a growth problem, this was only transitory and would be solved automatically over time (Gil-Diaz, 1997). Dornbusch and Werner, however, feared the overvaluation to be a serious, long-lasting problem: "Overvaluation stops growth and, more often than not, ends in a speculative siege on the exchange rate and ultimately currency realignment" (Dornbusch and Werner, 1994) .
To give an overview on the widely diverging views that economists, financial analysts, and market commentators held at the beginning of the 1990s, consider the following collection of statements as taken from Edwards (1997) that the daily rate of depreciation for the Peso should be tripled to prevent a major crisis. The Mexican central bank explained that, although the capital account was in deficit, the exchange rate band might deal with possible disequilibria. Furthermore, productivity was expected to surge before long and fundamentals to remain healthy. In an interview with the Economist in January 1994, the Governor of the Mexican central bank stated that the current account deficit was associated with an inflow of foreign funds rather than expansionary domestic policy and, hence, presented no problem.
Summing up we find that, during 1993 to mid-1994, large uncertainties prevailed over the question of whether the Peso appreciation was a temporary phenomenon or a nonequilibrium real overvaluation. In 1994 the economic situation was aggravated by political turmoil, and uncertainty among analysts shifted from economically related aspects to questions of political strategy. While at the end of 1993 the market was still enthusiastic about Mexico on average, the Chiapas uprising on January 1st 1994 reminded the world that Mexico remained to be a country with social problems and inequalities. Due to the vanishing reserves, Mexican authorities decided to widen the exchange rate band on December 20, to allow for a devaluation of 15 percent. Yet, this policy change was not accompanied by a supporting program, and, hence, did not appear very promising to solve the problems. Investors immediately started to flee the country in disbelief.
As a result, the Mexican central bank lost $4 billion of reserves in one day, and eventually the fixed Peso exchange rate had to be abandoned, giving in to a fully fledged currency crisis.
Information Disparity: Empirical Evidence

Empirical Methodology
In order to verify whether mean and dispersion of speculators' information have a significant impact on the exchange rate pressure at the onset and during the 1994/95
Mexican Peso crisis, we use forecast data collected by Consensus Economics. These data comprise forecasts from different research agencies, banks, and other financial institutions concerning various economic variables, such as GDP, industrial production, consumer prices, current account, currency reserves, among others. In order to relate the data to the theoretical model presented above, consider the following. Building on Prati and Sbracia (2002) , it is reasonable to assume that each of the n individual forecasters announces his posterior mean of the respective economic variables to Consensus Economics. From theory, we know that the posterior expected value of θ is given by αy+βx i α+β . The mean of these n individual forecasts, denoted f e (x 1 , ..., x n ), then can be calculated as
With the number of forecasters going to infinity, i.e. n → ∞, this random variable, for a given fundamental state θ, converges to
The mean of the forecasts provided by Consensus Economics is therefore influenced by both the prior mean y, i.e. the market sentiment, and the realized fundamental state θ. Recall that both parameters have the same impact on exchange rate pressure (proposition 2). Moreover, the model implies that E(θ) = y, so that the average of the posterior expected values should be equal to the prior mean y. Note that this average does not depend on the precision values α and β any more. We can therefore take the average forecast value as a proxy for the prior mean of fundamentals as represented by the market sentiment y.
Concerning the variance of individual forecasts, the theoretical model suggests that
n . For n → ∞, the variance of forecasts approaches
Hence, for a large number of forecasts, the dispersion of predictions only depends on the precision parameters. The variance decreases in α, while the impact of β is negative if β > α, and positive otherwise. This can be explained by the fact that, although more precise private signals tend to be closer to the actual fundamental θ and thus decrease the variance of forecasts, a higher precision of private information also increases the weight that speculators attach to their private signals relative to public information.
This makes forecasts more heterogeneous across traders. We follow Prati and Sbracia (2002) and assume that β > max{α,
2π }, so that the equilibrium is always unique and the precision of private information always exerts a negative influence on the variance of forecasts. Thus, precision of both private and public information reduces the dispersion of forecasts.
Using the mean and variance of the economic forecasts collected by Consensus Economics should allow a realistic assessment of the influence that market sentiment and information dispersion exert on the exchange rate pressure. In order to capture the informational effects, we use an estimation equation of the following general form:
ERP t represents a measure of exchange rate pressure in period t. The variables f e t and σ e t are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of forecasts regarding specific economic variables as taken from Consensus Economics. The variable γ t represents the threshold separating "good" from "bad" expected fundamentals. It is a proxy for the threshold functions of influence of α and β on exchange rate pressure. The variable g t represents a function of economic variables, that might play a significant role in explaining exchange rate pressure. Finally, u t is the error term of the regression equation.
From the theoretical analysis we expect γ 1 to take on a negative sign. The better the market sentiment, as represented by the mean of economic forecasts, the lower should the pressure on the exchange rate be. The influence of the forecasts' standard deviation, however, depends on two facts: the market sentiment and the source of uncertainty, private or public. If the market sentiment is very optimistic, the expression in brackets in regression (10) is positive. In that case, uncertainty originating from public information should have an increasing effect on exchange rate pressure due to proposition 2, so that γ 2 should be positive. If the market is pessimistic, the expression in brackets will be negative, so that a decreasing effect of uncertainty in public information is captured by a positive sign of γ 2 as well. The parameter γ 2 will also be positive if uncertainty is due to private information and actual and expected fundamentals are either both sufficiently good or both bad. If, however, the market sentiment is optimistic and actual fundamentals turn out to be bad or vice versa, then uncertainty stemming from private information will have a negative influence on ERP . The sign of γ 3 depends on which specific economic variable we choose to include in the model. The exchange rate, for instance, should have a positive impact on exchange rate pressure, i.e. the closer the exchange rate moves to the upper ceiling of the currency band, the larger is the incentive to attack and, thus, the higher is the exchange rate pressure.
The Data
To study the impact of information disparity on the event of the Mexican currency crisis, we use an index of exchange rate pressure based on three parameters. The calculation draws on Prati and Sbracia (2002) . The index ERP is the sum of i) the monthly depreciation of the Peso against the U.S. $, ii) the normalized fall in international reserves in percent of the 12-month moving average of imports, and iii) the normalized short-term real interest rate. Figure 1 presents the time-series behaviour of the index. 4 As the figure shows, exchange rate pressure was decreasing in 1993. Pressure built up during 1994, with a first maximum at the time of Colosio's assassination in March 1994.
Exchange rate pressure reached its absolute maximum in December 1994 at the top of the crisis and decreased afterwards.
Informational data for Mexico has been taken from Consensus Economics. Note that 4 In order to clarify the informational impact in the months leading up to the crisis and at the onset of the turmoil, we will in the following concentrate on data in the period March 1993 to December 1996.
The regression analysis, however, is based on data from March 1993 to December 2000. Regarding GDP-growth, figure 6 shows that in 1993, actual growth rates, represented by the light grey line, were lower than expected (black line), whereas during 1994, speculators tended to underestimate actual GDP-growth. Hence, for the months leading up to the currency crisis, we find that actual and expected development of GDP did not coincide and that the market was rather pessimistic. Combining this with our theoretical results, we have to state that uncertainties originating from private information about GDP-growth should have had an effect on the exchange rate pressure opposite to the one of uncertainties arising from public information about GDP development. Since expectations about GDP-growth displayed a diminishing variance in the months leading up to the crisis, this leads us to conclude that, if the regression analysis results in a positive sign of uncertainty regarding GDP forecasts, then public information was driving the predictions. If, on the other hand, the sign of GDP forecast variation is negative, this should be taken as private information being the origin of uncertainty.
For the development of international currency reserves, figure 7 shows that, in particular in the second half of 1994, traders were much more optimistic than warranted by the amount of reserves actually held by the central bank (light grey line). Again, private and public information precision therefore should be expected to have opposite effects.
Combined with the formerly presented finding that the variance of forecasts with respect to the central bank's currency reserves was decreasing during the first half of 1994 and increasing during the second half, we might expect the source of uncertainty again being found in public information. Hence, if the market generally believed currency reserves to be still sufficiently high, increasing uncertainty about this knowledge would raise the pressure on the fixed exchange rate. Again, this conclusion would be corroborated by a positive sign of the variation of reserves forecasts in the regression analysis. However, due to the fact that there was only little publicly accessible information in the market about the level of the reserves, this variable might also be a candidate for a strong influence of private information. The sign of information disparity should then turn out to be negative in the regression. If this were the case, then increasing uncertainty about currency reserves would indeed have helped to keep the fixed rate regime, because this would have eased exchange rate pressure.
Regression Results
Our test is based on a pure time-series regression, which comprises the period March 1993 through December 2000: 
As a proxy for the prior mean information, we use forecasts both of GDP-growth (f e GDP t ) and of the change in currency reserves (df e CRt ). This is in contrast to Prati and Sbracia (2002), who chose a one-dimensional proxy for information. Our two-dimensional approach allows us to discriminate between different sources of information (private or public) as the drivers of the uncertainty among market participants. In this respect we might suspect GDP-forecasts to be driven through public information mainly, whereas the described lack of information about the Mexican central bank's international reserves in 1994 might have caused forecasts to be more strongly based on individual interpretations and hence to originate from private information.
In regression equation (11), the threshold value γ GDP t was chosen as the yearly growth rate of GDP. The threshold γ CR t was calculated as the 5-term moving average of forecast currency reserves. Note that the expression representing the deviation of market sentiment from the actual economic variable is measured in growth rates for GDP information, but in absolute values for currency reserves information. This is due to the fact that Consensus Economics announces only growth rates forecasts for GDP. However, the slightly different treatment of the two variation variables of GDP forecasts and currency reserves forecasts should not be expected to have any influence on the regression outcome, because it only impacts the calculation of sign of the precision values and not the dispersion values per se. The same peculiarity of Consensus Economics data forced us to use two slightly different types of thresholds. Whereas the threshold for GDP information, γ GDP t , was calculated from actual GDP-growth rates, we had to build a threshold from forecast data for currency reserves, γ CRt . This is because the set of research agencies announcing their forecasts to Consensus Economics changes from period to period. Hence, we are not able to calculate the standard deviation of changes in individual predictions with regard to currency reserves. Using actual reserves values as thresholds, however, leads to an overweight impact of uncertainty with regard to this variable, because currency reserves were changing strongly before and at the time of the crisis. One reasonable compromise to find an acceptable index of optimism or pessimism in the market therefore is to compare predicted currency reserves with the long-run trend of forecasts, which leads to the described threshold series γ CR t .
In addition to information with respect to GDP-growth and currency reserves development, we also included the change in the exchange rate as an explanatory variable in the equation. Because the fixed Peso exchange rate was abandoned in December 1994, we will find that the exchange rate plays a significant role in explaining exchange rate pressure, in particular for the year 1995 and onwards.
The results from our regression for the period March 1993 through December 2000 is depicted in table 1. The results show that the two variables representing the market sentiment have the expected negative sign, so that, indeed, the more optimistic the market is with respect to economic development, the lower the pressure on the exchange rate tends to be. Both coefficients (γ 1 and γ 3 ) are significant at the 1 per cent level. With respect to information dispersion, our analysis states that uncertainty has a significantly positive influence on exchange rate pressure, since both coefficients γ 2 and γ 4 have a positive sign. However, significance for the variation coefficient in predictions of currency reserves is given at the 1 per cent level, whereas GDP-growth forecasts have a significant variation coefficient only at the 5 per cent level. Taking these results as such, the model implies that the main force lying underneath fundamental uncertainty may either be a change in the precision of public information, so that the whole market is less sure about economic fundamentals, or uncertainty is due to a change in the precision of private information while at the same time both expected and actual fundamentals are either good or bad. Since we learned from the data for predicted and actual fundamental values displayed in figures 6 and 7, that expectations did hardly coincide with the true development of fundamentals, neither for GDP-growth nor for international currency reserves, the type of information driving the results should, for the main part, be public.
Furthermore, we know that in the months leading up to the crisis uncertainty with regard to GDP-growth forecasts was decreasing, while the market in general was overly pessimistic. The opposite holds for predictions regarding currency reserves. Here, the market was quite optimistic, while uncertainty about this view was increasing. Hence, we might conclude that neither the way information about GDP-growth influenced the speculators was in favour of the fixed exchange rate regime in Mexico, nor was information dissemination about currency reserves. Thus, if the Mexican central bank deliberately held back information about the level of reserves in order to keep speculators from attacking, the result of this strategy was exactly opposite to the intention.
Running the same regression on the pre-crisis sample, i.e. on data for the period March reasonable to drop the exchange rate from the regression, because the currency peg was fairly stable during that period. Furthermore, the coefficient of the mean GDP growth forecasts is not as significant as for the whole sample (regression results for the pre-crisis sample are given in table 2). Of course, it should be noted that the number of data is strongly decreased in the pre-crisis sample, which makes the result rather weak.
What remains to be done is to verify whether the influence of information disparity on the exchange rate pressure is indeed contingent on the market sentiment, as stated in proposition 2. Thus, the following regression, in addition to the explanatory variables of equation (11), allows for an impact of the simple standard deviation of GDP-growth forecasts and of currency reserves forecasts as well. As can be seen from the results in table 3, both additional explanatory variables turn out not to be significant. Yet, the mean forecasts of GDP-growth and currency reserves still have a significantly negative impact on the exchange rate pressure. Also, the effect of uncertainty contingent on the market sentiment has a significantly positive sign.
Summing up our regression results we may state that information disparity strongly attributes to an explanation of exchange rate pressure on the Peso exchange rate before, during and in the aftermath of the 1994/95 Mexican crisis. Whereas the market sentiment has a positive influence on the fixed rate regime, the effect of information uncertainty depends on whether the market is optimistic or pessimistic with regard to economic development and on whether it is private or public information that gives rise to the uncertainty. For the Mexican case, the model points to public information as having triggered the event. In particular, it seems to have been the lack of publicly available information about international currency reserves held by the central bank that was attributable to the onset of the currency attack. This finding also indicates that it might not have been the unobservability of the level of reserves per se but rather the public awareness of the lack of commonly available information about it that moved the market.
Conclusion
Financial market crises pose a particularly difficult problem for central banks that typically have superior access to information about economic variables: how should they disseminate their information about the state of the economy? What aggravates the problem is the fact that in crisis situations, traders' actions are often strategic complements so that for each individual market participant it is rational to coordinate his own action on the actions expected of the others. Even though it is generally held that the best remedy for financial crises is to create full transparency about all relevant economic variables, central banks frequently choose the opposite strategy. This has also been done by the Mexican central bank at the onset of the Peso crisis in 1994/95.
During the economic deterioration in 1994, the bank decided to disclose hardly any new information on the development of monetary aggregates, because this was believed to be the most sensitive information to the market.
In our paper, we questioned whether the chosen strategy worked. Based on the results of a theoretical model, we studied whether the market sentiment, defined as the common belief of the market with regard to the economic development, had a significant impact on exchange rate pressure and hence on the onset of the Mexican Peso crisis.
Furthermore, we tried to verify the theoretical result that information disparity had an individual effect on exchange rate pressure that was contingent both on the market sentiment and on the source of uncertainty.
Our regression analysis comes to a favourable result with respect to both questions. We can show that an optimistic market generally decreases exchange rate pressure, while a pessimistic market has the opposite effect. Moreover, the specification of information disparity that we chose for our regression equation has a positive influence on exchange rate pressure in an optimistic market and a negative impact in a pessimistic environment. Comparing the market sentiment as observed during the Mexican crisis using data provided by Consensus Economics with the actual development of fundamentals, our model indicates that the major source driving uncertainty was public information.
This finding leads us to conclude that the strategy of creating intransparency about monetary aggregates as conducted by the Mexican central bank was detrimental to the stability of the exchange rate peg. Our empirical findings are thus in line with theoretical work by Heinemann and Metz (2002) , which demonstrates that the success of information policy by monetary authorities is very sensitive to the market sentiment and to the way in which information is disseminated. In the case of the Mexican crisis, our model indicates that is was not necessarily the pure variation in speculators' perceptions about monetary aggregates, but rather the fact that the central bank was publicly known to not give any information about international currency reserves, that might have triggered the crisis. 
